center attacked, lie led the left wing in person and fell 235
on the rear of the Soviets, breaking every attempt of
the enemy to turn by an inflexible resistance. Fifty
thousand prisoners, almost the whole Russian army, were
captured and the victory was complete. Yet the ex-
perts had advised against this campaign, saying he was
following up the retreat too far.
The Soviet government asked for an armistice. Fight-
ing stopped the middle of October and the peace treaty
was signed at Riga the following March. There was no
more talk of a "Cnrzon line" for the boundary, and no
more talk of disarmament or establishing Soviet insti-
tutions in Poland. The frontier Pilsudski wanted was
gained, the normal, historical frontier which is almost
identical with the boundary existing after the second
Partition.
Later when foreigners asked Pilsudski if he did not
fear a Red Revolution in Poland, he replied, "Tf Provi-
dence wills, which I doubt, that the world makes the
Russian experiment, we Poles will be the last people to
make it. We are too close neighbors to Russia to let
ourselves go easily to imitate her. When I saw Tucha-
czewski marching in the steps of the Prince of Warsaw
(the title of the Russian general who took the city in
1831), repeating slogans borrowed from Marx, I couldn't
help citing the title of a brochure well known in Poland,
by another great theorist of Socialism, Liebknecht, Shall
Europe Become Cossack?"
He had defeated the enemies of Poland, but he had
not silenced Ms personal enemies among the politicians.
They were jealous of Ms success and wanted to belittle
his fame. They gave the credit to luck, to the general
commanding in the north, whose repulse of the Soviets
was extremely helpful, but not the main offensive, and to
the timely aid of the Missions sent by the Allies. The
best answer to that last is the reply of General Wey-
himself

